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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OpenStack is increasingly deployed for cloud management in network virtualization 

applications. The open source software orchestrates virtual machines (VMs) running 

on virtualized infrastructure, which is critical for enabling network operators to spin up 

new instances of VMs and, ultimately, deliver new services and features to customers 

with more speed and flexibility. Already widely deployed in enterprise IT environments, 

OpenStack has gained broad industry support from telecom network operators as well as 

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) groups, such as the European Telecommunications 

Standards Institute (ETSI) and Open Platform for NFV (OPNFV). Notable early OpenStack 

deployments included AT&T, Deutsche Telekom, NTT Group, SK Telecom, and Verizon.

Despite the industry support and thriving open source community, OpenStack has been 

a controversial, even divisive, technology among network operators. This is mainly due 

to the fact that it was not originally designed for telecom networks and was challenged 

to meet the industry’s stringent carrier-grade requirements, particularly in the areas of 

scalability, resiliency, performance, manageability, and interoperability. 

Some of OpenStack’s limitations have been particularly problematic for the virtual 

customer premises equipment (vCPE) use case. These challenges came to the industry’s 

attention when, in October 2015, Peter Willis, BT’s chief researcher for data networks, 

publicly revealed six significant problems with OpenStack that threatened its plans for 

using the open source technology in vCPE deployments to serve business customers.  

While BT identified six obstacles for vCPE, these same limitations also apply in varying 

degrees to other edge use cases such as cloud/virtual radio access network (vRAN/

cRAN), multi-access edge computing (MEC), and content delivery networks (CDN), to 

name a few. This paper examines each of these obstacles in turn. It will also describe the 

solutions for overcoming them that have been developed by Wind River® and upstreamed 

to the community in the OpenStack StarlingX project. 
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OPENSTACK OBSTACLES THREATEN VCPE USE CASE

BT found a number of issues with OpenStack that affected its 

ability to implement vCPE for business customers . The problems 

that BT raised are related to scalability, security, resiliency, network 

binding of VNFs, service chain modification, and backward 

compatibility and are discussed in more detail here . 

Obstacle 1: Binding virtual network interface cards (vNICs) 

to virtual network functions (VNFs). One of the advantages of 

NFV is the speed with which new services can be introduced for 

customers via on-demand provisioning . Launching a new service 

can be accomplished in a matter of minutes, rather than months, 

simply by instantiating a new VNF in a cloud environment . For 

business customers, vCPE enables operators to add new services 

and features quickly, without having to engage in manual hardware 

configurations and expensive truck rolls to the premises . 

But there is a hitch in what should be a smooth, efficient process for 

adding new services . When adding VNFs, many VNFs require their 

vNICs to be identified in a specific order . However, off-the-shelf 

OpenStack distributions do not support an effective mechanism 

that informs the VNF what the vNIC’s order and type are . The 

result is that VNFs can be connected to the wrong vNICs and, 

in some cases, the VNF can lock up completely . It’s also difficult 

for an operator to verify that the VNF has been connected to the 

correct vNIC . Without a reliable and configurable enumeration 

mechanism, operators have little control over the process for 

binding vNICs to VNFs, which ultimately impairs their ability to 

deliver business services .

Obstacle 2: Service chain modification. Service chaining 

(also referred to as service function chaining) is an integral 

component of the enterprise vCPE use case . Service chaining is 

an age-old networking concept, but in the context of software-

defined networking (SDN) the technique is used to automate the 

provisioning of applications and services . For business services, 

service chaining enables operators to launch new services and 

features easily, quickly, and automatically via software without 

the need for manually configuring hardware at the customer’s 

premises . 

The problem with OpenStack arises when operators need to 

make changes to the service chain . Modifying service chains 

using OpenStack, as it was, was simply too slow and cumbersome 

because the open source software did not support fast, dynamic 

reconfiguration . For example, to add a new business service, such 

as a WAN accelerator, to a service chain that already includes a 

router and firewall, an operator would need to delete the interface 

on the firewall and then reconnect it, which leads to unpredictable 

results—the reconnected interface may or may not work, the 

firewall may stop working—and adds outage time to the process . 

Alternatively, the operator would have to build a completely new 

service chain to accommodate the new service, which would result 

in a service outage that could last more than five minutes . These 

scenarios for service chain modification using OpenStack are 

unacceptable for vCPE services .

Obstacle 3: Scalability of the OpenStack controller. Scalability 

is a significant factor in determining the cost of deploying 

enterprise vCPE networks . Operators need to know the precise 

scalable capacity of OpenStack-based control nodes and how 

many compute nodes each one is capable of supporting in order 

to conduct a thorough cost analysis on the number of servers 

required for deployment, where they can be located, and what 

type of workloads they can handle . There are several options for 

where operators can install the compute and control nodes in a 

vCPE deployment, such as in their own central office or data center 

or at the customer’s premises . The number of servers needed 

affects where they can be located, as for example some operator 

premises may be too small to accommodate many servers .

The problem for vCPE deployments is that vanilla OpenStack 

distributions are not methodically tested to give operators reliable 

data on how well the software scales . Currently, operators do 

not have certainty about the number of compute nodes that an 

OpenStack-based controller can support . The lack of information 

is a significant limitation in the early planning stages for vCPE 

networks . An operator would not be able to determine the 

appropriate scale for different deployment scenarios . For example, 

it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine when it is appropriate 

to deploy an OpenStack-based control node to support a large 

region, or a smaller scale version for a branch office or a small 

town . Operators are forced to conduct their own costly and time-

consuming testing, or risk the consequences of uncertainty . Both 

are unacceptable options . 

Obstacle 4: Startup storms. Service outages are every network 

operator’s worst nightmare . Whether they provide vCPE-based 

services to businesses or services to consumers, operators pay 

dearly for service disruptions through financial losses and brand 
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damage . A start-up storm or a stampede occurs when a piece 

of network infrastructure fails and causes an outage, and then 

when it is subsequently restored all of the systems related to that 

infrastructure try to reconnect at the same time . It’s critical that the 

infrastructure is robust enough to cope with start-up stampedes so 

that the system is not overwhelmed and services can be restored 

as quickly as possible .

In virtualized environments, the infrastructure must be just as 

resilient as legacy, hardware-based solutions for these scenarios . 

For example, in a vCPE deployment, when a fiber is cut and 

restored, there could be thousands of OpenStack-based compute 

nodes trying to attach to the OpenStack controller node at the 

same time . 

The problem with vanilla OpenStack is that it is not resilient in 

stampede conditions, which results in outages lasting longer 

because they cannot be resolved quickly . Typically, there are 

multiple SSH (secure shell) sessions per compute node, which 

makes the process of reattaching too slow and computationally 

intensive . Often, the OpenStack-based controller becomes 

overloaded and does not recover without manual intervention .

Obstacle 5: Securing OpenStack over the Internet. Security 

is a paramount concern for network operators, especially when 

it comes to delivering business services to corporate customers . 

It is unthinkable for an operator to deploy a new software-based 

network that is less secure than the previous, traditional hardware-

based implementation . But, based on BT’s findings, that is exactly 

what operators will be doing if they rely on vanilla OpenStack for 

VM orchestration in vCPE scenarios . 

In a typical vCPE deployment, there is a centralized OpenStack 

control plane and distributed compute nodes usually deployed 

at the customer’s premises . The link between the control and 

compute nodes needs to be secure, but sometimes that link is the 

public Internet . The problem with OpenStack in the vCPE scenario 

is that there are too many potential attack vectors, which makes 

the VM orchestration inherently insecure over the public Internet .

BT found in its NFV lab that connecting a control and compute 

node over the Internet required a huge amount of reconfiguration 

to the firewall . To make the connection work securely, BT’s lab 

engineers had to open more than 500 pinholes, or ports, in the 

firewall, including ports for virtual network computing (VNC) and 

SSH for command line interfaces . In addition, every time the 

compute node’s dynamic IP address changed, the firewall had 

to be reconfigured . Firewall reconfiguration is not only a tedious 

task but it is also a risky activity, because it can potentially leave 

the firewall, as well as other VNFs and services, open to malicious 

attacks . 

Given the amount of firewall configuration required in a vCPE 

scenario with centralized control and distributed compute nodes, 

OpenStack could not be sufficiently secured over the public 

Internet .

Obstacle 6: Backward compatibility between OpenStack 

versions. In a distributed NFV deployment such as vCPE, both 

the compute nodes and the control nodes are required to run the 

same version of OpenStack . Incompatible versions of OpenStack 

will cause problems in the telecom cloud and potentially lead to 

service outages . OpenStack has a new release every six months . 

If an operator has a large-scale deployment with thousands of 

distributed compute nodes and wants to stay up to date with 

the latest OpenStack release, it would have to upgrade each of 

the nodes manually, which is expensive, time-consuming, and 

increases the risk of disrupting services . Indeed, it could take 

weeks for an operator to migrate their entire cloud environment 

to the latest OpenStack release, which is an unreasonable amount 

of time . It is equally unacceptable that there could be service 

disruptions during upgrades due to system reboots .

While there were tools and guides available from the OpenStack 

community that can help with checking compatibility and API 

versioning, at the time, they were relatively new and did not fully 

address the problem for telecoms . OpenStack did not provide 
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a solution that could reliably and automatically ensure efficient 

upgrades as well as version compatibility across a network 

operator’s entire cloud environment . 

OPTIMIZATION REMOVES OPENSTACK  

OBSTACLES FOR VCPE

The challenges listed above that BT raised were significant 

impediments to deployment of vCPE specifically, and they raised 

legitimate doubts about OpenStack’s viability for virtualized 

network infrastructure in general, particularly at the edge . 

As a leading supplier of an infrastructure software platform for 

network virtualization, Wind River has developed and deployed 

solutions for OpenStack that resolve each of the obstacles 

discussed above . Wind River has contributed these solutions to 

StarlingX, an OpenStack project to provide a complete cloud 

infrastructure software stack for the edge used by the most 

demanding applications in Industrial IoT, telecom, video delivery, 

and other ultra-low latency use cases . 

Tested and released as a complete stack, StarlingX ensures 

compatibility among diverse open source components . Its unique 

project components provide fault management and service 

management, among others, to ensure high availability of user 

applications . The StarlingX community has optimized the solution 

for security, ultra-low latency, extremely high service uptime, and 

streamlined operation .

Wind River Titanium Cloud™ is the commercially supported 

version of StarlingX and the industry’s only fully integrated, 

ultrareliable, and deployment-ready virtualization platform that 

enables service providers to deploy services faster, at lower cost, 

and with guaranteed uptime .

The remainder of this paper will describe how Titanium Cloud, as 

a commercial distribution of StarlingX, addresses the limitations 

previously found in OpenStack, although for the purposes of this 

paper, StarlingX and Titanium Cloud are interchangeable .

Solution 1: Simplify VNF initiation. There are easier and more 

controllable ways to configure vNIC binding to VNFs . One option 

is to allow the VNFs to enumerate the vNIC binding order, which 

can be configured prior to launching the VNF . Titanium Cloud then 

ensures that the vNICs are connected to the correct networks . The 

solution not only guarantees efficiency and reliability in the binding 

process but it also improves the portability of VNFs so that operators 

can initiate the same VNF in different cloud environments without 

having to customize it for each and every connection .

Another option is to define vNIC binding in OpenStack HEAT 

templates . A HEAT template specifies relationships between 

resources to manage NFV infrastructure . By configuring the vNIC 

ordering requirements for VNFs in HEAT templates specific to 

each VNF, the VNF initiation is more precise, less complicated, 

and repeatable . This approach simplifies the initiation process for 

multiple VNFs, each of which could have different vNIC numeration 

requirements .

Both options allow VNFs to boot onto Titanium Cloud without 

network operators having to modify any of the VNFs, which reduces 

the amount of time and complexity involved with initiating VNFs . 

This is particularly advantageous for vCPEs when operators want to 

add multiple new features or services at the same time for business 

customers . 

Solution 2: Simplify service chain modification. The process for 

modifying service chains in vCPE deployments can be accelerated 

dramatically so that operators can quickly reconfigure and launch 

new services for business customers . The optimal solution is 

to leverage Titanium Cloud and assign a separate HEAT stack 

within OpenStack to each service, rather than assigning a HEAT 

stack to the entire service chain . Dedicating a HEAT stack to each 

service ensures fewer changes to the service chain when making 

modifications . 
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Figure 2. StarlingX and Titanium Cloud 
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For example, consider an enterprise customer that wants to 

start using a WAN accelerator service in addition to the firewall, 

router, and malware detection services it already uses . As Figure 1 

illustrates, the operator would need to make only two changes to 

the service chain: Modify HEAT stack C (which is associated with 

the last service in the chain) and create HEAT stack N for the WAN 

accelerator . Furthermore, if an operator wanted to add the new 

service to the middle of the chain, that too would require just two 

changes, as Figure 1 shows .

Alternatively, operators could also reconfigure the virtual switch 

(vSwitch) flows in Titanium Cloud using SDN . Both solutions 

reduce the time it takes to reconfigure a business customer’s 

service package from months, as it is today, to seconds . 

Solution 3: Validate the scalability of OpenStack. The key to 

overcoming OpenStack’s previous scalability issues is rigorous 

testing . Titanium Cloud has been validated to scale up to hundreds 

of nodes as well as down to just two nodes, which is unique 

among commercial NFV infrastructures . To prove the scalability 

of the system, Titanium Cloud was first tested on real hardware, 

and when the scale grew too large, it was tested using simulation 

techniques . Then, it was tested for scaling down to two nodes . 

Rigorous testing on real hardware via simulations, along with 

software enhancements and optimization, removes any doubt 

operators have about Titanium Cloud’s scalability .

The ability to scale down to two redundant OpenStack-based 

nodes is just as significant as being able to scale up to hundreds of 

nodes, especially for vCPE deployments at the edge of operator 

networks where supporting multiple large servers is network 

resource intensive . Titanium Cloud provides compute, control, 

and storage functionality on each node, which creates a fully 

redundant system that can be deployed at an enterprise customer 

site using just two nodes for vCPE services . Virtual machines can be 

run on both nodes in this two-node scenario . This delivers significant 

CAPEX and OPEX savings when compared to the four or five nodes 

needed by an enterprise solution .

Through tuning and optimization,  Titanium Cloud offers operators 

flexibility in deployment size as well as certainty of the system’s 

scalability .

Solution 4: Build resiliency to cope with startup storms. 

OpenStack can be optimized to cope with start-up storms and 

to ensure that the OpenStack controller is never overloaded 

and manual intervention is never needed . This is another case 

where robust testing of Titanium Cloud has verified the systems 

engineering and tuning that make OpenStack more resilient for 

telecom operations, particularly in vCPE deployment scenarios . 

Titanium Cloud has been systematically reviewed and tested to 

address OpenStack’s vulnerability in start-up stampedes as well as 

Dead Office Recovery (DOR) conditions, in which all power is lost 
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Figure 4. BT’s OpenStack Challenge #3: Scalability of the OpenStack controller
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to a facility that hosts servers . In the DOR scenario, Titanium Cloud 

was tested using a 50-node system . Myriad race conditions were 

simulated, such as powering off all the nodes at the same time and 

turning them back on at the same time; or deliberately overloading 

specific parts of the system to find weak points . 

Tests prove that OpenStack can withstand start-up storms or DORs 

and come back on, fully restored, without time-consuming manual 

intervention . 

Solution 5: Secure OpenStack over the Internet. The simplest, 

and most elegant, solution to securing OpenStack over the public 

Internet was to not use the public Internet . That is, in a vCPE 

deployment, distribute the OpenStack control and compute nodes 

together so that they do not have to communicate over the Internet . 

In Titanium Cloud, the security issue with OpenStack is eliminated 

because the server is designed to distribute compute and control 

out to the edge of the network at the customer’s premises . Titanium 

Cloud’s design ensures that the control and compute nodes do 

not need to communicate over the public Internet because they 

are both in a secure location at the customer premises . The NFV 

infrastructure still needs to communicate with the orchestration 

layer, however, and that is handled by leveraging standard IT 

security techniques, such as VPNs and firewalls, which are likely to 

be already in place at the customer premises .

Rather than have centralized control and distributed compute, 

Titanium Cloud has centralized orchestration and low-cost 

distributed control and compute, which creates security and high 

reliability in a small footprint solution for vCPE deployments .

Solution 6: Enable hitless upgrades to ensure compatibility 

between OpenStack versions. Network operators can keep their 

clouds and vCPE services up and running even when upgrading to 

new versions of OpenStack . But they won’t find these capabilities 

in vanilla, off-the-shelf OpenStack . Achieving efficient, carrier-

grade reliability in OpenStack upgrades requires optimization 

and expertise . Titanium Cloud features a comprehensive upgrade 

solution that includes hitless upgrades, live migrations, and hot 

patching .

In a hitless upgrade, the NFV infrastructure does not have to be 

taken down and rebooted to complete an upgrade to a new 

version of OpenStack or a new version of Titanium Cloud . The vCPE 

services and VNFs remain live during the upgrade so that there is 

no impact to the business customer’s services . Since the VMs are 

migrated live, there is no service downtime . Titanium Cloud also 

supports hot patching for minor updates, which can be deployed 

onto a running system and automatically loaded onto all of the 

nodes in the system .

CONCLUSION

OpenStack was not originally designed for telecom networks, but 

with StarlingX it is evolving quickly to meet all of the requirements 

for resiliency and reliability that operators demand, particularly at 

the network edge . Wind River Titanium Cloud, a solution based 

on open standards and open source software, including StarlingX, 

meets carriers’ needs for interoperability and avoiding vendor lock-in 

while also delivering the flexibility, performance, and reliability they 

require . Titanium Cloud is also supported by a strong ecosystem of 

leading technology providers that enable multiple use cases from 

the edge up into the core of the network . 

With Titanium Cloud, the OpenStack obstacles for the edge 

have been removed, creating a path to deploying open solutions 

throughout the network that can be put into use today .
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